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Machine Learning (ML)

This is the backbone of AI, where algorithms learn

from data to make decisions or predictions.

Machine Learning enables AI systems to improve

automatically through experience, without beingautomatically through experience, without being

explicitly programmed.

It's used in various applications like data analysis,

pattern recognition, and predictive modeling.



NLP is what allows AI to understand and interact

in human language. This component is essential

for language-related tasks such as translation,

Natural Language 

Processing (NLP)

for language-related tasks such as translation,

sentiment analysis, and chatbots. NLP combines

computational linguistics with statistical, machine

learning, and deep learning models to process

and analyze large amounts of natural language

data.



These are inspired by the human brain and

consist of layers of interconnected nodes or

"neurons." Neural networks are fundamental in AI

for recognizing patterns and classifying data. They

Neural Networks

for recognizing patterns and classifying data. They

are particularly effective in processing complex

and nonlinear relationships within data, making

them crucial for tasks like image and speech

recognition.



How AI is Changing 

Education

AI can analyze the learning patterns of students and 

adapt the educational content accordingly, offering a 

personalized learning experience.

Personalization of Learning:

AI helps in automating administrative tasks for 

educators, allowing more time to be spent on 

interaction with students and on teaching.

Automated Administrative Tasks:

AI makes education more accessible to students with 

different learning needs and abilities, including those 

in remote or underprivileged areas.

Enhanced Accessibility:



ChatGPT vs Copilot vs Google Bard



AI Presentation Makers

1. Tome AI – Best for Aesthetic Slides

Generate aesthetically pleasing

PowerPoint slides with just a simple text

input. The slides generated are fully

editable, which means, you have the full

freedom to change the theme, style, font

and add multimedia from stock library orand add multimedia from stock library or

using the in-built text-to-image generator

in Tome AI.

Link: https://tome.app/



AI Presentation Makers

2. Gamma App

Gamma bills itself as a different type of

presentation AI. You don’t have to do any

formatting or design work—simply

prompt the AI and Gamma takes care of

the rest.

If you need a little inspiration, check outIf you need a little inspiration, check out

Gamma’s ready-made templates. Only

20 are available, but they should give you

a good enough starting point to prompt

the AI tool and create an all-star

presentation.

Link: https://gamma.app/



AI Image, Audio and Video Generators

1. MidJourney

It is designed to transform textual

descriptions into intricate and detailed

visual representations, offering a unique

blend of creativity and technology. Users

can input descriptive text, and the app

leverages artificial intelligence toleverages artificial intelligence to

interpret and convert these descriptions

into images. This technology finds

applications in various fields, including

graphic design, digital art, advertising,

and conceptual visualization.

Link: https://www.midjourney.com/



AI Image, Audio and Video Generators

2. D-ID

D-ID Creative Reality Studio, a

revolutionary tool that uses deep

learning technology to bring your ideas

to life by creating and animating AI

avatars using simple text prompts.

Studio D-ID merges deep-learning facialStudio D-ID merges deep-learning facial

animation with superior text generation,

enabling users to create professional

videos from still images and text or audio

inputs. It significantly reduces the need

for traditional video production, offering

a streamlined, cost-effective solution.

Link: https://www.d-id.com/



AI Image, Audio and Video Generators

3. HeyGen

HeyGen is an AI video generator that lets you

create engaging business and marketing

videos. No video editing skills are needed to

use this tool. Simply pick an avatar, input your

script, and click “submit” to generate your

video in minutes. HeyGen offers 100+ diversevideo in minutes. HeyGen offers 100+ diverse

and customizable realistic avatars with lip-sync

capabilities in 40+ languages. It also provides

features like text-to-video conversion, audio

uploads, multi-scene videos, video sharing, and

background music options.

Link: https://www.midjourney.com/



Create Audio with Narakeet

1. Go to website: 

https://www.narakeet.com/,  

create account and sign in

2. Choose Create a new 

audio file from a script

3. Choose Language, voice 

and write a script. Then 

click Create Audio



Create Avatar with MidJourney Create Avatar with Dall-E Create Avatar with Copilot

Create an Avatar with MidJourney/Dall-E/Copilot



1. Go to website: 

https://www.canva.com/,  

create account and log in.

2. Click Create a design, 

choose Custom size, then 

type dimension.

3. Create content for your lesson. 

Create Content with Canva


